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Intro
ADDING GRIP TO THE WORLD
Can a commodity product, like a car tyre, which is usually connected with the adjectives
“black”, “round”, “dirty” and “expensive”, spur emotions and become more appealing to a
highly demanding end consumer through sport?
Continental switched to two new marketing platforms after UEFA Euro 2016. Two decades
after entering football to reach higher EMEA-wide brand awareness, running and cycling
were the new focus topics. Offering a clear opportunity to improve results lower in the
marketing funnel with a less fragmented but more demanding target audience, the
challenge was to connect them to the brand in a relevant way while also showcasing the
importance of grip for our safety, no matter the moment and no matter the circumstance
(surface, wheel …).
All our local activities were connected to the Gripworld content hub: a local platform
connecting all the dots and building-relevant brand engagement context for international
and local partnerships. We tried to find interesting stories where the platform and ideas
could be incorporated.
Events like the biggest marathon in the region, Ljubljana Marathon, the biggest outdoor
event in Slovenia (Soča Outdoor Festival) and Treking liga (Croatia), as the biggest trail
event in the region, offered excellent opportunities. In cycling, the focus was on activating
the sponsorship of the three biggest cycling races in the world (Tour de France, Giro d’Italia
and Vuelta a España) and combining it with local activities to showcase the importance of
sharing the road. With the support of local 2-wheel tyre importers (Proloco Trade and Rog
Joma), stories such as Trans Julius and Uvati vitar enhanced brand love.
This booklet gives an overview of Continental’s most important Gripworld activities in the
Adria region between the years 2015 and 2020 and sets the foundation for the future.

Luka Maselj,
Team Lead Marketing Communications B2C, Continental Southeast Europe

CONTENT HUB

Gripworld
The digital platform GRIPWORLD was created as a content hub for all Continental activities
in the Adria region, representing a crossroads of activities performed by Continental as a
partner in running and cycling events. The main purpose of the hub/website is to gather
all content created in the region where Continental operates and thus completes the
communication via digital channels (social media), PR content and attendance at events.
It also provides support for all activations and engagements of the target audience and as
such represents the foundation for expanding activities to other markets.
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CONTINENTAL ADRIA & GRIPWORLD ACTIVITIES

1

3

3

20+

content hub

seasons of the platform

languages

for all activities

2018-2020 & ongoing

Slovenian, Croatian, English

engagement
activities

35+ 3k+
created content

31k+ 63k+

participants in the latest

page users combined

page views combined

engagement activity (Tour
de France local actitivities)

Slovenia and Croatia
in two years

Slovenia and Croatia
in two years

RUNNING

Ljubljana Marathon
Partnership period: 2015–2017

ABOUT

GOAL/BRAND FIT

MAIN ACTIVITIES

The Ljubljana Marathon, which has been
organised for 25 years now, is the biggest
annual sporting event in Slovenia, with
two marathon days as well as additional
activities and events across the city.

The largest running event in Slovenia, with
the relevant and engaged target group,
was used as the communication platform
for the #GetYourGrip message (with adidas
already a partner at the event).

Branding across the marathon track;

The event includes over 25,000
participants (with school runs, 10km, 21km
and 42km runs) and many more spectators
along the track that runs through the city.
Continental was the official tyre partner of
the Ljubljana Marathon.
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On-site activities with the Continental van;
Custom-made safe running/advice videos;
Custom-made EXPO space at the
pre-event fair;
Digital/social media engagement via
prize games;
PR support with media articles;
Partner involvement (adidas, 2-wheel
importer Proloco Trade & vlogger
Komotar Minuta).

1.
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
The event was also used as a
platform for internal communication
between employees and partners.

2.
OWN CONTENT
Unique video content was created
with safe running/grip message
and shared across the Ljubljana
Marathon digital channels.

3.
BRAND EXPERIENCE
A custom-made showroom was
developed for the four-day pre-event
at the Ljubljana Exhibition Centre,
visited by all registered Ljubljana
Marathon runners and other
marathon participants.

RUNNING

Soča Outdoor Festival
Partnership period: 2017–2020

ABOUT

GOAL/BRAND FIT

MAIN ACTIVITIES

The Soča Outdoor Festival has been the
leading outdoor event in Slovenia for over
8 years. It offers a full weekend of activities
for trail runners, MTB cyclists and families
at a beautiful location alongside the Soča
river in the city of Tolmin (Soča Valley). The
rights holder offered an additional platform
– a permanent marking of the trail.

The Soča Outdoor Festival was used
as the communication platform for the
#GetYourGrip and #GetTheGrip messages
as well as the brand’s product display.
Both target groups, cyclists and runners,
attended the event (with adidas also as the
event partner).

Permanently marking the first trail running
track in Slovenia.
Custom #GetYourGrip & #GetTheGrip
branding across the running and cycling
trails;
On-site activities with the Continental van;
Digital/social media engagement via prize
games;
PR support with media articles and media
event;
Inspection of event participants’ car tyres;
Pre-event activation with runners;
In 2020, Continental provided two bicycle
repair stations on the MTB trail accessible
all year-round.
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1.
LEGACY & SUSTAINABILITY
A special partnership between
Continental – organiser of SOF – and
the municipality of Tolmin (Soča
Valley Tourist Board) was developed
to promote care for sustainability
and local environment. The Tolminka
trail is the first permanently marked
(and maintained) trail running track
in Slovenia.

2.
MEDIA EVENTS
Creating our own content (marking
the trails) and organising two media
(pre-)events (one for the running
trail and the other for the cycling
possibilities) attracted the public
media and national TV Slovenia.

3.
CUSTOM BRANDING
Sustainable and eco-friendly
branding with interesting information
was created and placed along the
trail.

4.
TOUCHPOINT WITH THE
PRODUCT
Continental’s professional team
checked event participants’ tyres,
providing them with the information
about their condition.

INFOGRAPHIC OF THE
ACTIVATION – TYRE INSPECTION
(Soča Outdoor Festival 2019)

208

5,8 mm

number of inspected cars

163*

average tyre tread depth

6

78%

share of cars with fully
appropriate tyres

5**

number of cars with
visible faults in tyres

Cars by type of tyres
winter tyres

37

all-season tyres

16

number of tyres with
tread depth equal or
smaller than 3 mm

3 years

1

3rd week of 2009

number of tyres with
tread depth equal or
smaller than 2 mm

average age of tyres

(tyre mark: 0309)
the oldest checked tyre
(date of manufacture)

summer tyres

168

Millimetres can mean such a huge difference in
terms of your safety, especially in wet conditions.
Continental advises you to replace the summer
tyres once the tread depth is smaller than 3 mm.
The more you approach the legally defined
minimum tread depth for summer tyres (1.6
mm), the bigger is the aquaplaning hazard.

Winter tyres are designed for use in winter
(colder) conditions. In the summer, they offer
less comfort and safety, especially if new tyres
are used, they are being unnecessarily wasted
and their life cycle is consequently shortened.

Even if the tyres still have sufficient tread depth,
the rubber mixture eventually becomes rigid
(especially if winter tyres are used in the summer!)
and consequently the tyres' driving characteristics drastically worsen despite the great tread
depth. In any case, it is recommended to replace
the tyres that are 10 years old or older.

* Cars with summer or all-season tyres without visible faults and with a tyre tread
bigger than 3 mm. Additional 5 cars had tyre tread depth in line with the legal
provisions, that is between 1.6 in 3 mm.
** Visible faults, embedded foreign object, visible pressure related problem

5.
PRE-EVENT EXPERIENCE
Through social media activation,
Continental brought more than 80
people to the pre-event. Runners
experienced the first marked
running trail in Slovenia one month
before the Soča Outdoor Festival.

RUNNING

Treking liga
Partnership period: 2018–2020

ABOUT

GOAL/BRAND FIT

MAIN ACTIVITIES

“Treking liga” has been connecting the
largest trail community in Croatia and the
wider Adria region for over 16 years. The
event also expanded to other markets,
including Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro and Slovenia.

The largest trail running event in the region
was used to extend the #GetYourGrip
communication as well as highlight the
importance of soles and the partnership
with adidas (adidas already a partner at the
event), maintaining consistency with the
Soča Outdoor Festival activities and the
transfer to other markets.

Custom-made logo of the event series;

Continental became the naming partner of
“Treking liga” and the main partner of the
two biggest events (on the Pag and Rab
islands).

Branding across the trails;
Own photo and video content used for
print and social media;
On-site activities with the Continental van;
Digital/social media engagement via prize
games;
PR support with media articles and media
event;
Inspection of event participants’ car tyres.

Extra:
Permanently marking the first trail running
tracks in Croatia (on the Island of Pag).
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1.
NAMING PARTNER
Continental became the “Treking
liga” naming partner, creating a
custom logo for the yearly event
series.

2.
OWN VIDEO CONTENT
An inspiring and creative video of
the event was made with special
attention to the brand. More on
pages www.gripworld.si and
www.outdoor.hr

3.
LEGACY & SUSTAINABILITY
In cooperation with “Treking liga”
and the Island of Pag Tourism,
Continental permanently marked 4
trails on the Island of Pag with a total
length of 14 kilometres.

4.
BRANDING
Good, big and visible branding is
very important for brand awareness.

RUNNING

Maribor City Run
Partnership period: 2019–2020

ABOUT

GOAL/BRAND FIT

MAIN ACTIVITIES

Slovenia’s second largest city and the
hometown of Continental Adria, Maribor
has its own running event – Maribor City
Run. Started in 2015, the event grows
each year and is an important part of the
broader initiative called #MoveMaribor.

The event in Maribor, with the
relevant target group, was used as
the communication platform for the
#GetYourGrip message and internal
communication between employees and
partners.

Branding across the track;
On-site activities with the Continental van;
Digital/social media engagement via prize
games;
Internal communication and attendance of
Continental Team at the event;
Partner involvement (vlogger Komotar
Minuta).
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1.
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
The Maribor City Run was used
for internal communication and
team building – Continental
runners (employees, partners, etc.)
participated in the run in the city of
Continental Adria headquarters.

CYCLING

Trans Julius
Partnership period: 2017–2020

ABOUT

GOAL/BRAND FIT

MAIN ACTIVITIES

“Trans Julius” is a MTB Enduro event in
Slovenia which extends over several days
and brings pleasure to its visitors with a
diverse selection of trails, accompanied by
delicious local cuisine and the company
of the biggest pleasure-seekers and
enthusiasts on two wheels.

An on-sight MTB Enduro race across the
Slovenian Alps, with a small but devoted
and influential target group, was used
as the communication platform for the
#GetTheGrip message and the brand’s
product display.

Bike service point & mechanical team;

Continental is the event’s main partner
providing technical support (via Proloco
Trade) for all participants.
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CONTINENTAL ADRIA & GRIPWORLD ACTIVITIES

On-site activities with the Continental van &
pick-up truck;
Branding across the trail;
Providing tools for trail maintenance;
Creation of eco-friendly branding;
Strong cooperation with Continental
two-wheel importer (goodie bags etc.)

1.
TOUCHPOINT WITH THE BRAND
The event is “powered by”
Continental, which also provides
full service for the participants –
bike cleaning and maintenance/
mechanical service after each of the
4 stages of the competition.

2.
LEGACY
Marking and maintaining of the MTB
tracks with co-branded equipment
and sustainable signs along the trails.

CYCLING

Uvati vitar
Partnership period: 2018–2020

ABOUT

GOAL/BRAND FIT

MAIN ACTIVITIES

XC Marathon “Uvati vitar” (Chase the
Wind) is a recreational race with attractive
racing track (from 20 to 70km long) on the
Croatian island of Brač. The race is full of
captivating single trail sections, white roads,
fast downhills, demanding up-hills and
technical parts.

The event was used as the communication
platform for the #GetTheGrip message and
the brand’s product display.

On-site activities with Continental van and
branded pick-up truck;
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Bike service point & mechanical team;
Branding across the trail;
Strong cooperation with Continental twowheel importer (goodie bags etc.).

1.
BRAND AWARENESS
Used also at many other Gripworld
events, Continental’s branded pickup truck and the CrossContact tires
on it caught the eye of both the
participants and everyone who saw
it along the way from Maribor to
Sutivan.

2.
COOPERATION WITH
TWO-WHEEL IMPORTER
Like in Slovenia (Proloco trade), the
cooperation with Rog Joma resulted
in a coordinated approach to
branding and communication, which
amplified the message on all sides.
The two highlighted activities (Trans
Julius, Uvati vitar) are just two of the
many successfully carried out events
together with them.

CYCLING

GLOBAL

Global partnerships –
local activities
ABOUT

2019

The “Grand Slam” of cycling races, the big
three – Tour de France, Giro d’Italia and
La Vuelta – have one thing in common:
their partner Continental. These global
partnerships have localized and harnessed
the power of events for local activities,
especially PR and digital communication,
and spread the Continental message about
the “Share the road” campaign and product
highlights.
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GOAL/BRAND FIT

MAIN ACTIVITIES

Bringing global cycling partnerships
“to life” on local market. Detecting and
using opportunities for strengthening the
connection with elite races on local level.

PR articles with relevant content;
Digital/social media engagement with prize
games;
Media partnership (national media) and
partner involvement (AMZS – Slovenian
Auto-Moto Federation);
B2C prize games for exclusive Tour de
France access.

1.
EARNED MEDIA
Creating interesting content and
communicating the message “Share
the road” with the help of two
athletes:
Robert Kranjec – former pro athlete
(popular ski jumper and big cycling
enthusiast) who was Continental’s
guest at the final stage in Paris,
appearing live on the radio and live
TV broadcast (TV Slovenia).

Matej Mohorič – Slovenian pro
cyclist, former World Champion U21,
Team Bahrain McLaren, who wrote
an essay on the topic of coexistence
between the riders and the drivers
on the road.

2.
DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT
Through interesting mix of good
and relevant content on the web site
and social media activities with prize
game we engaged few thousand
people to participate and have a
closer look at Tour the France 2020.

EXTRA

SPORTO
Partnership period: 2017–2020

ABOUT

GOAL/BRAND FIT

MAIN ACTIVITIES

Organised in Slovenia since 2004, the
annual SPORTO Conference is one of
Europe’s leading events within the sports
marketing and sponsorship industry. Its
aim is to offer an international platform for
professional networking and knowledge
sharing within the sports business
community in the wider Adriatic and
CEE region. SPORTO connects brands,
rights holders, agencies, event organisers,
athletes, students and other interested
individuals within the industry.

Promotion of Gripworld activities within
industry peers’/marketing expert audience
(brands, sports properties, agencies,
media). Includes promotion opportunities
in the expert magazine (local and
international edition), enabling relevant
partnership within programme, exhibition/
fan-engagement & PR opportunities.

Main partnership and branding;

Continental is among the main partners of
the Conference.
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Partner at the Talk Panel;
Official tyre of the SPORTO mobility shuttle;
Expo space and promotion on-site;
On-site prize game including partners
(adidas, 2-wheel importer Proloco Trade).

1.
INNOVATIVE ACTIVATION
The Conference was used for
communicating the messages
#GetTheGrip and #GetYourGrip and
the partnership with adidas, as well
as for brand exposure and product
display.

2.
PROVIDING THE GRIP
As the official tyre partner of the
Conference, Continental equipped all
SPORTO cars with their tyres.

A SCREENSHOT OF THE WEBPAGE
The Gripworld webpage is also a
relevant source of information for
the media. In 2020 the emphasis
was on Tour de France, where
cycling stars Tadej Pogačar and
Primož Roglič (both Slovenian) won
the first two places.

Conclusion
All the Gripworld activities were and remain a team effort. Thank you to everyone, who – in
one way or another – contributed and was part of our story!

RUNNING
& CYCLING

Videos
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LJUBLJANA MARATHON
> Ljubljana Marathon 2017

LJUBLJANA MARATHON
> Advice No. 1: Shoelaces

LJUBLJANA MARATHON
> Get Your Grip

LJUBLJANA MARATHON
> Advice No. 2: Running shoes

CONTINENTAL ADRIA & GRIPWORLD ACTIVITIES

LJUBLJANA MARATHON
> Advice No. 3: Safe running

SOČA OUTDOOR FESTIVAL
> Marking of the trail

LJUBLJANA MARATHON
> Advice No. 4: GetYourGrip

SOČA OUTDOOR FESTIVAL
> Video of the event 2018

RUNNING
& CYCLING
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SOČA OUTDOOR FESTIVAL
> Video of the event 2019

SOČA OUTDOOR FESTIVAL
> MTB service stations

SOČA OUTDOOR FESTIVAL
> Priprave (Preparation) pre-event

TREKING LIGA
> Life on Mars 2018

CONTINENTAL ADRIA & GRIPWORLD ACTIVITIES

TREKING LIGA
> RAB trail 2018

TRANS JULIUS
> Trans Julius 2019

TREKING LIGA
> Rab trail 2019

UVATI VITAR
> Uvati vitar 2018

